AUTOMATIC RECOVERY SYSTEMS FOR
AUTONOMOUS UNDERWATER
VEHICLES (AUVS)
INTRODUCTION

MOTIVATION

DESIGN FEATURES

An Autonomous Underwater Vehicle (AUV) is a
robotic device containing its own power that can travel
through the water independently. Equipped with
many sensors such as stereo vision cameras, satellite
navigation, and sonar, AUVs are utilised in many
applications such as marine research and military mine
countermeasures. However, as most AUVs have a
limited battery life, in order to increase their
operational effectiveness, they are often carried
aboard
surface
vessels and brought
to the mission site,
hence the need for
AUV recovery.
Fig 1. Remus 100 AUV [1]

While there are existing dedicated recovery systems
for AUVs, they tend to be:
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 ٳHighly specific to 1 type of AUV
 ٳRequire modifications to AUVs
 ٳHigh manpower requirement
 ٳDependent on the operator

 ٳHighly affected by environmental conditions (e.g.
This makes such recovery systems either unsuitable
for a wide range of AUVs, or less reliable due to its
dependency on human operators during the recovery
process.

To design an automatic recovery system for AUVs which are
torpedo-shaped and positively buoyant, with diameters
between 200mm to 600mm, length of up to 7m and weighing
up to 1 tonne, in order to reduce the manpower required during
the recovery process and to increase reliability of AUV recovery.

DESIGN OVERVIEW
Neptec OPAL™ LiDAR
Senses AUV in order to accurately guide AUV into cradle for homing

Funnel-shaped Entrance Nozzle

Increases reliability of recovery by providing tolerance at the sides

Rollers

Utilises impact energy of AUV to enable forward movement

5052 Aluminium Frame

Provides structural support; light; corrosion resistant

Forward-angled Rubber Strips

Ensures secure recovery within cradle

A GPS sensor is mounted on a position
which corresponds to the final docking
position of the nose of the AUV. It
provides the AUV with the location of the
cradle via radio frequency communication
to act as a reference location for the AUV
to home in on during phase 1 of the
recovery process.
The GPS sensor was chosen due to its low
cost, low margin of error of roughly 1m,
and its commercial availability. Any errors
during phase 1 of the recovery would be
mitigated in phase 2, as correction would
be performed by the more precise LiDAR
sensor.
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The rollers help to absorb and redirect the
impact energy of the AUV into the
rotational movement of the rollers to
facilitate forward movement of AUV into
the recovery cradle. Additionally, in guiding
the AUV forward, the rollers help to prevent
the AUV from veering off in the opposite
direction, thus preventing a second
collision of the rear of the AUV, and
preventing damage to the AUV. Designed
as small individual units, the rollers have
increased manoeuvrability, and are also
easily replaceable in case of wear and tear.

- Easily replaceable
after wear and tear
Increases
cost
efficiency by reducing
the need of replacing
the entire stretch of
rubber strips

2. Forward Angled

- Facilitates inwards motion
of AUV
Impedes
backwards
movement of AUV due to
increased frictional forces
- Increases reliability of AUV
recovery by preventing AUV
from sliding out

4. Removable frame
- Made of 5052 aluminium:
high corrosion resistance,
lightweight
- Able to cater to a wide
range of AUV size by
replacing the frame with one
with different lengths of
rubber strips mounted on

LIMITATIONS

CONCLUSIONS

FUTURE WORK

1. Actual interaction of the
recovery cradle in seawater was
not tested for; thus further testing
and design modifications are
needed to accommodate for the
behaviour of cradle in seawater.

1. A novel design of a recovery
cradle for AUVS ranging from
diameters 200mm to 600mm,
length of up to 7m and weighing up
to a tonne was proposed.

1. Further testing, such as online
simulation and scale model testing,
is required in order to obtain results
on the interaction of the cradle with
AUVs to validate the design.

2. The design accounts for each of
the 4 phases of recovery by
consisting of GPS and LiDAR
sensors, a funnel-shaped entrance
nozzle with rollers mounted on, as
well as a 5052 aluminium body
containing removable rubber strips.

2. Testing is required to validate the
vector field path following the
algorithm utilised in phase 2.

2. A prototype of the recovery
cradle was unable to be built due
to sheer size and cost of
materials,
and
launch
and
recovery of an AUV was unable to
be held; thus no sea trials were
able to be conducted.
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Using the LiDAR, the location of the AUV is
detected relative to the lidar, and parallax
correction is performed to obtain its position
relative to the cradle. Through straight line
path following, the cradle pre-calculates a
vector field where the vectors point towards
a straight path for the AUV to follow during Fig 3. Vector field for straight
line path following [3]
recovery. The aaa
position of the AUV corresponds to a single vector, while
individual vectors represent the desired direction of travel of an
AUV in that position to serve as course commands to the AUV via
heading and velocity in the 3 planes. When the AUV has a lateral
distance greater than 2 or 3 times the minimal turn radius, the AUV
travels towards the path at a constant heading. As the LiDAR has a
conical field of regard (FOR), when the AUV is beyond the FOR, it is
directed to stop momentarily until it enters the FOR where the
cradle can communicate course commands to it.

- Friction helps to slow
the AUV down
- Deforms elastically
to
distribute
load
evenly across the hull
and to accommodate
protrusions (e.g. sonar
arrays)

PHASES OF RECOVERY
When designing the recovery cradle, the entire recovery process was broadly broken
up into four phases, and each design features caters to a specific consideration during
each phase of recovery.

The Neptec OPAL™ LiDAR was chosen for
its suitability for target tracking due to its
rosette-type scan pattern that generates
high data density around a focal area.
This is suitable for this application, as the
AUV would be coming from a known
direction that the LiDAR can focus on.

1. Properties of rubber
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Fig. 2a- Rosette- type scan pattern
Fig 2b- Total versus instantaneous
field of view (FOV) of LiDAR [2]

The
funnelshaped entrance
nozzle helps in
providing
the
cradle with a
tolerance
of
70mm at the side
700mm
during unidirectional approach of AUV during recovery to
reduce the chances of the AUV missing
the recovery cradle due to unexpected
sea conditions (e.g. waves) and increases
the reliability of AUV recovery.
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A Neptec OPAL™ LiDAR is
mounted on the entrance of
the recovery cradle, and
aids in providing the AUV
with
specific
course
commands during phase 2
of the recovery.
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3. Design to account for the final
recovery
process,
where
the
recovery cradle with the AUV is
winched onto the mothership.

